**Easy to operate**
The lightweight RCNS2-34 and RCNS2-114 are easy to handle and are designed with ergonomics in mind.

**Simple to maintain**
They contain minimal wear parts that are easy to access and change.

**Versatile**
Ideal for applications throughout the metals industry. Its sealing head can easily be pivoted to seal inside tight spaces.

**Durable**
All metal and alloy parts provide long-lasting, low-maintenance operation.

---

**Specifications**
**Strapping:** For use with 3/4"-1-1/4" (19 mm- 32 mm) Magnus® steel strapping in gauges from .025" - .031" (0.64 mm-0.79 mm)
**Seals:** RCNS2-34: 34 HOC and 34 SHOC
RCNS2-114: 114 OF, 114 TO and 114 P
**Joint type:** Single reverse notch
**Weight:** 6.4 lbs. (2.7 kg)
**Part numbers**
RCNS2-34: 424200
RCNS2-114: 424125
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